
What is your personal definition of a "meme"?

An image with a specific connotation to implied meaning of thecontained content.

Image that attempts humor

The dictionary put it best: an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be 
passed from one individual to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation.
a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc., that is copied (often with slight variations) and spread 
rapidly by internet users.

An image or a few sentences formed to convey a more comple motive or feeling for entertaintment or 
discussion provoking purposes.

A humorous image accompanied by text conveying an idea that couldn't be conveyed with one of those 
things alone

A form of entertainment usually in the form of a picture with text and conveys humor related to it's 
topic.

A post that is meant to be funny that usually contains an image 

repetitive images with varying text that become so tediously repetitive that they eventually become 
funny 

A funny image or short piece of text that doesn’t fit the definition of “joke”

A meme uses something (usually an image and/or quote) from one context to convey a message (often a
joke) in a different context, sometimes modifying part of the image or quote to fit the new context.
Small portion of content aimed at having fun

Text printed on a well-known or straight-forward image for context or added humor. Memes should 
generally be funny. 

In this subreddit, I'd say a meme is an image or saying that can be used in ways outside of its original 
purpose. 

Honestly, it's such a loose and convoluted term, anything that "could" be seen as a meme is most likely a 
meme. Usually it's jokes that use internet insiders to make them funny/memorable. But a lot of things 
can be memes. Shitpost can also be memes.

A meme is a piece of communicative media whose meaning is partly derived from a shared 
understanding of something not explicitly stated. In modern circles, they are also typically humorous.

Gathered digital content from the internet that is edited and combined with text to create a humorous 
or relatable representation of a specific topic or theme.

A piece of cultural information, replicated and mutated through the input of creativity.



Something funny. Meme is a bit more specific but I like to see anything funny about dnd on this sub. 
A culturally shared sentiment or idea

Funny image macro

A funny internet joke

A statement about culture, often quick-witted, that is distributed relatively widely in a community. It can 
also be stated in many different forms.

A picture that says something funny and relate-able, without bullying or making it controversial 

A funny post referencing popular culture.

A short joke that falls off fast

For a subreddit, Id say its some form of content that intends on having fun or at least an 
interesting/entertaining matter

Meme is a absurd version of reality, being a parody of reality in overstating a certain trend, symbolism, 
believes, but in a way that is funny and shows a new perspective. also like little personal stories told 
through popculture imagery, making our days better. not only be ""this bad haha""
i think if you wanna discuss dnd go to a dnd-discussion-reddit.

funny

A clever or funny combination of an image and text

A injoke that is easy to spread around 

Uses a reaction image or template 

As far as DnDmemes is concerned then a meme is any short idea typically focused on being humorous or
to catch the viewer off guard (such as the debate a while back as to how many breasts does a centaur 
have.)
In this regard there are 3 types. Trend Starters, who make a new meme that sparks creativity, Trend 
Replies, which exist to either oppose or assist the Trend, and Trend Followers, which is what can quickly 
lead to a stale meme.
There were some really old comics about a dude who laid the dragon instead of slaying it, which went on
to become a list of comics about a sexually active human bard. That would be the trend starter. Trend 
replies twist this idea around and play with it, the entire anime 'Interspecies Reviewer' would be under 
this category from a certain point of view. Trend Followers are the countless ""ha ha gorny bard wants 
dragon d"" memes.

A funny image 

Image or text with the intent of conveying a joke or unusual take



A humorous image/video/text that is spread through the internet with modifications by individual users

A picture or video that is funny

Anything relatable in a funny way

A virus in language. 

Memes are generally funny, though funny is something that is subjective. 
I would say they are something that people tend to find funny using pictures, screenshots, clips and 
drawings  with writing/subtitles edited or added to make a joke, or tell a relatable story. Varying from a 
simple picture of a character saying a classic line as a punchline to a short description. To longer comics 
with either a punchline, a heartwarming, or horrifying/unexpected ending. 
While things like Chad vs Simp memes have joined the world of memes, they are some of the most low 
effort memes. Just a terrible drawing, where you can add/edit the writting around them. They aren't a 
reference to any media, they aren't really relatable, they're just a terrible low effort drawing copy pasted 
ad nauseam everywhere. Most of the time enforcing things that a majority of people either know, or 
already agree on as a grab for upvotes rather than being funny, or thoughtful. 

A funny picture or video that allows people to bond over the ridiculousness of life. 

Something that ties an image/text to the context of the message in an informative and humorous way.
any attempt at humor

Eh. It is a sort of artform, isn't it? Who am I to decide what a meme isn't? If it is picked up by the crowd 
and carried forward, it is by definition a meme - beyond that, who even knows?

It has to at least try to be funny. 

Usually a humorous picture/post (preferably OC with some amount of effort). Meta memes that draw 
attention to something are usually what I would consider unfunny ones but still could be considered a 
"meme."

An image, generally with text (all text is fine), that is meant to be humorous

The DNA of the soul. They shape our will. They are the culture -- they are everything we pass on. Expose 
someone to anger long enough, they will learn to hate. They become a carrier. Envy, greed, despair... All 
memes. All passed along
A picture related to a topic

A thought or an idea that resonates with a group of people, often in form of pictures and text

Humorous media, especially in image, artwork, or video form

A funny picture, not too much text on it. 

Picture/GIF with a clear meaning, used to convey a message.



Funny short content

Culture snippet

A combination of visual popcultural material of different sources (like video games, movies etc.) 
used/edited in an context to make a joke or statement without it being forced or low effort

A meme is a visual (image, image of text, funny picture with words) expression of an idea that should try 
and be, in part, funny, relatable, relevant, insightful, engaging, controversial, or at least interesting.
An image, text, image of text, video, animation, etc. that is used to convey information that a subset of 
the population will find meaningful and identifiable. Can be humorous, thoughtful, insightful, disturbing, 
cringy, or have any other type of response; physical, mental, or emotional.

A funny observation or aspect of the DnD Zeitgeist. 

A funny image or series of text thats very sharable

Peace of culture that evolves like gene in biology

An idea, joke, or format that spreads rapidly through a population

A joke or wry statement using a familiar template 

An internet image posted in an attempt at humor

Entertainment 

A visual format that allows for the easy identification of the mindset behind the joke and the sense of 
humor involved (advice animals for you old-school whipper-snappers)

DnD adventures

An image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly by 
internet users, often with slight variations.

Uh, picture with text that makes me laugh

A simplified concept communicated through a repeated image, joke, etc. that can be easily spread

It's just a meme, more a way of getting an idea across, normally funny, but it doesn't have to be

An image, snippet of text, gif, or video that uses humor to convey a message/opinion/story

It‘s a mimic, some image given a different context by the text placed on it.

A normally funny picture or text about a topic



A joke or image that shows an idea

Memes are jokes

Something worth talking about

User generated content

Cultural in-joke based humour or discussion  with a bright entertaining image based format that is also a 
common cultural marker

Something that gives an opinion, interesting take, new angle, funny take, etc on a topic of choice. Very 
vague, appreciate it's a hard one to manage. Would ideally like it to be something that evokes discussion.

An image or scene that takes a popularly held idea and uses that as a way to subvert or riff on for 
amusing affect.

A repetitive format that allows for many jokes in the same form

Funny image with text

It should be funny, but funny is subjective, so whenever I see something I don't find fun I just keep 
scrolling. Why should I get on a thread and bitch about it not being funny, when it might be very funny to
some?

A humorous image or video, sometimes including intentional misunderstanding of something generally 
understood 

man i don't know

Media shared to entertain others in picture form

I have a very loose definition. To me a meme is some form of media that someone finds interesting 
(typically humorous).

A genre of humor that uses commonly understood templates or styles to tell a joke. They evolve quickly 
and often go through cycles of “joke > the same joke, but overused > meta commentary on the joke > 
the joke, but now it’s spun to include the meta commentary > new joke” and this cycle is crucial to 
evolve new memes

At this point, it pretty much just means "funny internet picture"

Comic templates with high shareability. 

A trite expression that spreads through culture(s) as a way to transmit a message

An image and accompanying text that is widely understood by a particular social segment.



Something that’s primarily popular because it’s being repeatedly referenced throughout the internet in 
humorous ways, or draws on existing stereotypes to poke fun at them (not maliciously)

A captioned picture that relates to dnd

Repeated images or trends with a variation. 

Maymay

An image that spreads through repetition 

bite-sized point or joke.  ("point" and "joke" are not mutually exclusive.)  

Some sort of image and comment combination 

A short, quickly read image/text that inspires laughter, or at least a snort.

Any form of short attention span media that says something about a subject, generally meant to be 
funny, and is meant to be shared with people. 

an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual 
to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation. a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc., that 
is copied (often with slight variations) and spread rapidly by internet users.

A meme is a funny Image that is usually related to Pop-Culture or often Times shared experiences 
between generations.

A funny image with some form of caption

Something that actually tries to be funny

a funny image

What people call memes used to just be called 'running jokes'.  Someone makes one, people laugh, tell it
again, reiterate on it, tell it again, etc.  So if its not funny, or at least trying to be, its not a meme, its just 
attention whoring.
Humouring content that is spread around.

short, asymmetric bit of communication for the purpose of entertainment.

A picture with the intention of humor and internet trends.

Generally funny posts. Even if only targeted towards few people, these should find it funny (eg 
extrememy dumb memes/meta) 

A joke that many people will intrinsically get, (not just the other players at your table).

An image that gets passed around to make a different joke than the one before



Original Content, usually applied cross-topically in semi-relevant situations

A humourous image/video of an established template/format shared online.

An Internet joke using a socially established template, be it the same picture or the same type of 
sentence.

A funny iteration of a topic using a picture template

A popular image or video that sparks discussion or humour

In this context, a fun piece of media. Doesn't have to be funny just fun. 

Any sort of inside joke spread on a channel to others one may not even know. Memes are not restricted 
to electronics - "Kilroy was Here" was a meme before the internet. In this way, a meme can spread 
through a single message on the internet, an image macro, a video, an audio file, ect. Because memes 
are, at their core, inside jokes, then they must have made an attempt at humor. 

A familiar joke or reference.  Hopefully with some new take or twist.

A message, often containing text and/or images, that is normally either to spark thought, or laughter. 

Picture with clever text

A picture with text or short video with editing for the purpose of humor.

Image macro, typically using a common template, taking the piss out of something (often rehashing an 
overdone joke)

a viral concept

A text or image based concept that is easily digestible and (frequently) humorous.

an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual 
to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation.

In the context of this page, le funny img or vid, not an opinion or hot take

An edited, captioned, or otherwise contextually relevant image, collection of images, or other media that
is humorous and relatable

A commonly held idea/reference that many find amusing

A fun way of interaction with people with similar experiences

Haha Funny.



A concise joke or observation (that is typically humorous or lends itself toward the absurd) presented in 
a (usually) visual medium that blends the content/theme of the joke (in this case DnD) with an outside 
source/structure (the meme template) that is often disparate from that content, though recognizable to 
the intended audience

a joke which is cater more towards an inside group rather than an outside one. 

A method of abbreviated communication which often has two aspects -a graphical and textual- to report 
on an idea, often drawing upon a common experience.

A picture with added text with the intention of being humorous

Funny pic

A riff on recognized components creating something newish. Ie: old image, new text.

an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual 
to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation

A humerus image macro or GIF that is either meant to be taken at face value, or to generate discussion.

An image that is meant for amusement. 

It's a memetic, a common format or template that carries a particular idea.  In the context of reddit, it's a
pop-culture reference used to convey ideas.  Typically, those ideas use humor as a medium to convey 
meaning, but not always.
An innovative and comical approach towards a subject, that the receiver can understand and that causes
a positive reaction. If the meme uses a known template, it must be used correctly

A funny image/vidoe

Something either funny or entertaining that helps pass the time or stave off my existential dread of life.

An picture or video, normally including a caption, that exists to make people laugh - whether that be by 
reminding them of stupid things that have been done, or just by pure comedic genius, is entirely case-by-
case.

An image with a caption to convey humor.

A meme is anything that, by referencing a known idea, is able to convey additional information that 
would not be obvious from the literal interpretation of the media in which it is presented. 

No clue. I know it when I see it I guess.

heehoo funny 

Any picture that by its very nature is humorous or amusing. Anything used to spark debate is not a 
meme, even if posted using a meme template.



A picture or gif with added text combined to make a joke, also possible with video now

Something catchy

The DNA of the soul

Something that makes an attempt of humour in a replicable way. (e.g. via a template)

Big Funny

A funny joke specific to a group/community

Funni picture with text

It's a joke with a picture, or rather a picture with a joke. 

Just about anything posted for the purpose of being seen and possibly shared.

A joke involving an image or video template

A joke post presented in an intentionally absurdist or low-effort-appearing style, often borrowing an 
existing joke template to riff on a theme

It’s really just a type of humor at this point. Has to have text if it’s an image.

Joke or story with a purpose

Anything that can make somebody laugh

Text over an image that is intended to be humorous

A funny or relatable image

Piece of internet culture

A picture with accompanying text which both contribute to a joke.

Anything can be a meme

Something that attempts to be funny/poignant using pop culture references

Advice Animal'-type picture with white top text and bottom text

An image, text or combination of both with the primary intent of being funny.

Flexible bite sized joke



Something that makes me laugh and is related to the topic

A standalone easy to digest piece of humor usually directed at a specific group.

A picture that provokes a chuckle, makes me think, and makes others feel the same way.

Joke or message based on other jokes or messages. So, language, basically? I know some countries have 
councils that try to decide what certain words actually mean, instead of letting society decide. That 
sounds nice. 

Am image that is or creates funny things 

An image that convays an idea or joke

In the context of the D&D meme subreddit, some image or short video describing an aspect of the game 
in a humorous fashion.

A meme is something that is self-propogating - like the idea that image macros are automatically funny, 
for some reason.

Humorous content of any kind, except jokes in most circumstances

A way of conveying information or a joke in a form generally know as a meme

If it's not funny, it has to be interesting. Of course, what's interesting is as subjective as what's funny.

Anything that can provide a feeling or thought through limited words and pictures, than can be altered 
to provide a new meaning or feeling.

I don't have a personal definition. I just want memes that are fairly original, funny, and generate 
discussion. 

An attempt at humor using one or more popular templates or references to other media.

In this context, it is a picture with a text, usually funny or relatable. The picture should be at least 
somewhat known in the meme community, and the text should follow some restrictions, being 
connected to the picture. It could be allowed if a picture has some fresh potential, but for example 
people just posting their selfie with text ain't a meme, in 99% of the time. The text can be somewhat 
altered sometimes, yes. But not in the style of : perhaps meme, but instead with the captions. I am a 
cow, milk me. Or IDK, something like that.

An image or saying that is memorable enough to be exchanged and reused by a community in all 
formats.

Something with a punchline

An internet image, often accompanied by text, that is at least an attempt at humor



Image based internet content, often but not always comical

A cultural element that passes from person to person through nongenetic means, normally referring to 
images, text, short videos, etc/ shared on the internet.  Additionally, not all images, text, and short 
videos are memes, but there is no good objective criteria for determining which are and are not as the 
ultimate definition is a recursive one in that a meme is something that people consider to be a meme.

It’s got be funny. There’s countless dnd subs but THIS one is for humor. 

An image or short-form video that generates conversation, often with a humorous tone, though not 
always.

Something funny, typically with a format. 

The Merriam Webster one
An image or text that presents an idea by taking said idea either to the ridiculous side of the extreme. 
a clever/smart/funny turn of phrase or image that causes one to nose snort 

An idea or piece of information that is accepted and propagated by a community due to its inherent 
value and merit allocated by said community. Whether through active or passive means, the community 
wills the zeitgeist.
a cultural item that is transmitted by repetition and replication in a manner analogous to the biological 
transmission of genes.

Picture + Text

Funny picture or words shared with people

Something that uses a literary or artistic device, typically juxtaposition, to convey an unwritten message. 

Image with some text and humour, at least tries to be funny 

funny spesific about dnd, can't understand without knowing stuff

Something worth sharing

A phrase, image, video, or other piece of media that persists via popularity. Memetic media (or 'memes')
can be humorous, provoke thoughts, or provoke emotions (e.g. sadness, empathy, anger, happiness). 
Memes spawned on social media are considered to be, and should only be, humorous or entertaining.

Any digital form of satire

An image made to create fun out of a topic/idea

A way of showing your opinion in a catching way

An image with text that can be repurposed by changing some or all of the text to achieve the same 
overall theme or message as the unmodified version.



A quickfire way to share a mood of feeling to given situation, funny or otherwise

a usually reoccurring image or saying that can have it's topic swapped out madlibs style. Usually funny, 
but humor is subjective.   

A macro image with text on it to make a joke or reference

Something with a funny or clever message conveyed using a recognizable image or text format.

Something that is typically in image format with the intent to either cause laughter discussion

Humorous statements layered over image that somehow relates to the statements, even if only very 
tangentially

A popularized format twisted to convey information in an interesting way

A pithily expressed sentiment many people relate to

An image or video that is designed to either make the viewer inhale sharply (or on rare occasions laugh) 
or generate a line of thought (like modern propaganda)

Something that catches attention or sparks interest or debate on a given subject

Funny 

An image or video that makes a joke or refers to a subject.

Easy to recognise funny pictrure

A format and/or original picture/video that is funny.

Funny

a cultural item that is transmitted by repetition and replication

Picture with words

A short video or image that can is easily spread 

Effort

A piece of media that offers insight into an often humorous occurrence. Typically using images from 
popular media with given templates. 

Something that makes you laugh or start talking

Something that is or has potential to become a widespread "long running gag" across several internet 



communities

An image or snippet of text meant to be shared and repeated for the purposes of spreading the idea it 
encapsulates, be it for humor, outrage, or amazement.

An inside joke understood by many people.

An image with text, that intends to be funny. 

Something funny to laugh at, but also generally relatable

A joke in text, picture or video format. 

Funny pictures 

Information shared in the form of an image, with a specific, recognizable template. The “information” is 
usually a joke, but it doesn’t have to be. 

A satire of an idea and image. Normally for humour or irony.

Joke image

A meme is an image, video, or form of text that is created to generate humor in various different senses, 
such as irony and relatability, to express things that they like, don’t like, feel there should be a change 
about, or just to make others laugh. But what do I do, I’m just a guy on the internet here to make you 
laugh with this frog.

Funny

Something that either makes me laugh, learn something new or think about it in a different way.

A meme is an image or sometimes a short gif that makes you laugh or at least smile a little.
 
A meme is an idea that spreads throughout a culture by repetition.

A meme. 

anything with a silly/weird-looking picture (usually matched with text) that makes me laugh
Information, in whatever form, rapidly spread from person to person or through communities 

Image and text intended to be humourous

Something that can be: 
- Funny
- Relatable or
- Interesting (start a discussion about a subject)

Edited image for humor purposes



Funny image or video

The important thing is that it’s a template that can serve a lot of purposes and send many different 
messages. At some point it’s a universal feeling (or at least universal dnd feeling) and for this sub the 
point is that feeling applied to dnd 

A picture with an entertaining text/meaning

Something meant to be repeated for entertainment or reactions.

an often-copied, funny/witty edited or otherwise altered piece of content

At this point, a reference that the intended audience "get".

A popular format for mentioning something funny. 

Creation made to amuse and generate a reaction, generally irony or humor.

A message that brings sense of humor or generates it.

I literally don't have one and it changes all the time

Something that, even if not funny, is either thought provoking in a non-straight forward way, or is some 
form of critique or commentary, utilizing a familiar format to shorthand some of what would normally 
need to be explicitly stated or conveyed in some other way if the same content was conveyed in a 
medium other than visual.

Picture + texts

A medium used to convey a joke or an interesting situation

Image with the intention to be humorous or spark  conversation. 

Based on the origin, a Meme refers to a shared idea or common experience. In the Information Age this 
is commonly shared via images, text, or other medium over the internet. Therefore, something that is 
incredibly specific to one or a few people is not a Meme as it is unique to one person or very specific 
group, and is not a shared idea or common experience. 

Funny captions on image. So I guess by that definition a humorous scene from a comic book is a meme. 
Heh. 
something in the form of text, music or image, that begets a reaction, good or bad, due to being in the 
current zeitgeist.

Simply a trend.

Usually a picture or pictures containing satirical and/or humorous ideas opinions etc without resorting to
making fun of someone or something maliciously



Anything that makes anyone grin based on either known tropes or templates.

Hehe

Something (usually funny) that's simple to share easily, often assisted by templates to provide a 
backdrop for the joke/statement/whatever.

(In terms of typical internet humor,) a meme is taking a very basic idea and applying it to other things. So
taking an image and being able to apply it to other things such that you could cut a part of it or describe 
it and it would still convey what it needs to (albeit maybe poorly.)

Something that is descriable about a particular scene, event, situation that resonates and can be shared 
with the audience without using walls of text. 

Something that makes you think about a subject in a particular way. Obviously humor is an easy way, but
realization memes for example are just as valid even though they aren't necessarily funny.

Anything relevant to the topic that entertains or sparks conversation

image or template with recognizable format and the ability to be interchanged and used for different 
contexts

Humorous content relevant to the theme.

Generally an image, but sometimes a video that makes a statement that could be found funny by 
someone. aka, sometimes a meme is gonna offend.

A conveying of humor or discussion through funny pictures, idk.

a small consice idea that becomes good at spearding from person to person

Fun pictures with text

A picture(s) with words used to describe something humorous 

An amusing internet thingy

A meme is an image designed to entertain a certain group of people. It can be very niche, it can bring up 
a certain topic, or it can be very general. However, it must be entertaining to a group of people, or the 
idea it brings up is entertaining to those people.

A funny image or video - usually image - that typically uses pop-culture references in order to be 
humorous.  

A comedic image 

Something made to take a subject and add humor to it that isn’t usually a joke



Any image or text that references a culture in a way that is shorthand communication, either through 
sharing of information or humor. 

An image or video (or gif I guess) that is intended to make you laugh. 

Graphical image designed to be humorous through satire, wordplay, or irony

An image with words

A quippy, easily circulated image or image-adjacent medium containing entertaining, often relatable 
content. 

Picture+text+contextual humor

An image with text that usually contains a punchline.  Or a short video with words.

A meme is basically a form of joke that usually, but not always abides by a long standing format or 
specific joke type of humor.

An internet inside-joke

Funny image

A picture based format with edited text overlaying

Any joke or opion in the form of meme format/ joke video

I subscribe to the dictionary definition, eg a recurring cultural image, but that's less relevant for the 
sub/the kind of content we want to see

A meme is an idea. Often it involves a graphic component, but not always. 

An image that induces a sense of euphoria in a person.

Using an image and text to encode and communicate an idea

War is a cruel parent, but an effective teacher. Its final lesson is carved deep in my psyche: That this 
world and all its people are diseased. Free will is a myth. Religion is a joke. We are all pawns, controlled 
by something greater: Memes. The DNA of the soul. They shape our will. They are the culture — they are
everything we pass on. Expose someone to anger long enough, they will learn to hate. They become a 
carrier. Envy, greed, despair… All memes. All passed along.

A small piece of a culture or subculture that can be shared from person to person and changes over time 
as the group's dynamics change

A short joke, or idea usually contained in an image, but sometimes in text form.

Making a joke via image or video



Don't have one, but I know it when I see it. 

Short quip that anyone in the know will quickly relate to in some way. The formats vary, but they are 
essentially globally shared inside jokes.

Something spread to become part of the collective social consciousness 

Too broad to call.

Anything goes

something relevant to a population, not a party

A joke td or humorous situation described via an image or series of images, often taken from or 
remade/redrawn but still referencing previous media.

Humor or amusing ideas presented in the context of (pop) cultural events.

A variation of an already existing piece of media used to invoke a reaction from a viewer.

Satirical yet with an important message 

Funny combination of a picture and text

Difficult to say. For this sub I'd say either one that's funny/attempts to be funny, brings up valid points or 
creative ideas, or one that's relatable in some way

A GENERALLY funny joke that may or may not be bad paired with a at least somewhat relevant picture or
video.
Something that was made with the intent of humor or making people happy. 

Known picture with words on a subject matter

DNA of the soul

Internet based form of posts, either funny or not that, pass around from one person to the next.

An inside joke

An idea/concept shared in a easy-to-duplicate format, frequent framed with referential content.

A form of entertainment 

A culturally widely understood reference to something that signifies a certain set of emotions, a reaction,
a stance on a matter or the like. I believe that the Star Trek episode "Darmok" shows a species that 
communicates exclusively in memes. To be understood a meme must be widespread and 
understandable. A meme becomes a meme by repetition.



Humour mixed with cultural artifacts. Be it art, text, or video.

it's very nebulous and hard to pin down, but I know it when I see it, basically all the examples given in 
this survey are memes, but not necessarily ones appropriate for the sub

Something that I might share with a friend easily and quickly.

Anything done in a format designed to communicate an idea or to just be funny

one-panel comic-like media

Entertaining anecdote, question, opinion, scene. Keyword entertaining, usually through humor. 

A funny or thought provoking picture or video with text.

Anything that is shared organically in a viral fashion

A thing or concept, that in and of itself is highly shareable and/or thought provoking. Even if those 
thoughts are " YoURe beInG wROnG oN tHe intErneT" - seeing others disagree sometimes shows me 
another viewpoint I hadn't considered.

A funny or interesting image (including screenshots of text) with an aim to be entertaining, whether 
through just viewing or by interacting with it

Public inside joke

Funny image

Using cultural touchpoints (images, videos, etc) to reference content and ideas from another situation 
(dnd, for example)

A picture, text or video shared on the internet with the intent to amuse those who see them

You can’t define it, and a group of mods CERTAINLY can’t either.

An idea (sometimes joke) that people feel compelled to share with others.

Image macro that people can relate to

Easily shareable humoristic content

idea, behavior, or style that is spread via the Internet

A form of metacommunication, which is often humorous.
Literally anything

A trend/joke created and shared to many different people, often using a format. 



A meme

An media posted on Internet with the purpose of being funny/to make a statement

In the internet context - a piece of media that is shared and spread in order to get a particular reaction 
from the received: a laugh, a cry, an "ugh" from a bad pun

Generally anything posted on Reddit eventually evolves into what we call a meme, humorous or not 

Unsure. A meme can be funny, deep or a bit controversial to start a discussion. 

"an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly by 
internet users, often with slight variations." I am a human like you, beep boop.

an 'inside joke' that everyone gets

Honestly, I don't know.

A shareable opinion usually reflected in an image macro. 

Dank shitposteronis, my dudes 😎

Image or Gif relevant to the subreddit, that may contain humour but equally inspire discussion as long as
it's not toxic.

Short and snappy image with accompanying text

A image, video, sound, or set of words, which has become ingrained in the public zeitgeist, and can be 
changed and altered to suit the situation in which it is used.

A funny image with text or isolated piece of text 

An image with text.

A meme is a self made piece of media, often referencing pop culture. It often has a joke in it, tho it isn't a
requirement. 

A funny image/video that I can laugh at/about. 

Image of text sharing a thought. 

a single unit of self-replicating information

The sharing of an idea or joke.

Just a virtual joke at this point 

a joke involving the recombination of two separate ideas that are familiar to the viewer but would have 



never associated, usually involving an image as a template, in which you add novel text unrelated to the 
original idea. sometimes the template is textual (I would consider most edited copypasta to be memes!).
a viewer can understand the reference being made without further explanation if they are familiar with 
the template and the topic of the text. memes could just make a point without humor, BUT, when you 
get to the point that a "meme" on this subreddit could easily just be plain text, and the image is *only* 
there to follow submission rules on the subreddit... especially when it makes no sense if you take the 
caption off or dont know the context of the subreddit, it fails to be a meme. memes are better when 
they're funny anyway

An image based memetic artform that often is an expression of misery created in the hopes of finding 
fleeting joy and companionship in a cold, bright, digital hellscape.

If we want to get technical, the definition of what most people call a 'meme' is more along the lines of an
image macro, while the overarching theme is the meme itself. 

A picture or text repeatedly used for comedic content following a constant format and conveying 
meaning partially through interpreted information. For example a picture or sentence used that signifies 
the content discussed is bad advice

In a narrow sence – some sort of a joke or anecdote wrapped in a well-known (often visual) template 
that makes it more expressiv, easier to understand, or augments it in some other way.
Hence, twitter memes are not memes – they are just a picture of a text. (Except the cases where the 
meme is embedded in said text, or a partucular twitter post is a meme itself)

Something that connected to the collective understanding of a topic and riffs on it in a unique way. 
Alternatively a template that is already established that engages in a novel topic (meme templates)

An idea or concept in a shareable, visual format

A unit of cultural information that spreads from person to person via speech/text/media

A form of communication that attempts to convey the emotional side of things in addition.

A semiotic display of codified information, that relies upon a prior understanding of the context to 
correctly interpret.

If it’s on a meme subreddit and no one’s complaining, it’s a meme

Funny lol

something that gets shared usually because it's relatable

funny image or "internet's inside joke"

An expressive and humorous image used a specific and humorous experiance

A funny image or video, usually on Reddit.



A short and funny idea that readily spreads between people, not bots

Something taken from other media, often including text of some kind that becomes "known" among 
internet-users. Often sarcastic, ironic and overall humorous.

The use of a template(or something its easy to understand/relate) to simplify a komplex 
information/situation /joke/mechanics/etc. 

They can be informative to an extent or funny. 

Basically a joke from the 21st century

A image with text that is supposed to be funny.

Visual joke that takes advantage of prior knowledge of media

A simple picture or concept that rapidly spreads through familiarity or relatability, invoking common 
feelings in the majority of consumers, i.e. humour, sadness,... 

Picture with words, doesn't have to be funny to everyone, but can be funny to a few

Funny haha

A joke or funny opinion

A thought or concept that infects the human mind

An idea commonly circulated among a community for its humourous or relatable content

A form of easy entertainment 

In the internet, a repeating phenomenon, picture, video or consept. Often humorous. 

a meme is a private joke between stranger in the internet 

Funny text/picture combo

Anything humorous that makes me at least exhale air from my nose

A recognizable format / template, often with the attempt to make a joke or statement 

A common, easily understood template that can add or imply context to a wide variety of situations. For 
example, the ralph wiggums "I'm in danger" meme implies a lack of awareness of one's surroundings.

A picture containing any combination of text, pictures, videos etc. that is made with the intent of being 
humorous

lol funni



Culturally shared and understand piece of pop culture 

Using either a picture or text that relates to the content of the subreddit. it can be a funny comic, a 
running gag (3 kobolds in a trench coat), an introspective about a mechanic, setting, or thing. or a hot 
take on that Yuan-Ti should wear a single stocking instead of a coat to keep warm in the cold. 

A Meme should be light hearted, engaging, light jabbing, and allow for discussion. it shouldn't be "I am 
right and everything you say is wrong. my way or the high way"

Something that makes people happy and is meant by the creator to be humorous. 

any visual medium used to create a joke or add to a text based joke.  the picture itself need not be the 
joke, but can simply relate/add to/or contextualize the joke

"haha that was funny"

Funny or interesting information in a short text, video or picture format.

A repeatable format used to convey information, usually humorous in nature. 

Funny image go brrrr

Something fun with a picture.

Something made to be relatable or funny to many people.

A form of media that can be interpreted to provide amusement despite or in part of it's repetitive nature

Something that fits a template (new or existing) that can be reused by just changing some of its content 
(e.g. text or logo)

It's an easily distinguishable image with some text slapped on it

A meme (/miːm/ MEEM)[1][2][3] is an idea, behavior, or style that spreads by means of imitation from 
person to person within a culture and often carries symbolic meaning representing a particular 
phenomenon or theme

Iconic picture with text over the top. Text usually follows rules based on image. 

I'm not a fan of rigid definitions so: An expression or type of expression - often at least partially comedic 
- that internet 'meme-culture'  is currently or has previously been prone to producing.

A joke presented in a format unique to internet forum communication

A humorous piece of media that takes the form of an exploitable/recognizable template - see "image 
macros" of yesteryear.



A humorous phenomenon, usually visual, that pertains to a contexted subject.

A funny image or text post that ends up getting spread and copied over the internet. Usually with 
variations and changes to make a similar or whole new joke.

A picture with funny words, or a picture of words edited to be funny.

Something funny

Humorous references. For dndmemes, DnD is the main reference, so basically just jokes.

An image shared on the internet made to be funny and/or relatable, often utilizing trends or different 
interpretations of the same image

Funny shareable internet image

Common image and template with changed texted for humor

Words and or images that create entertainment

a post with text and an image that is created with the purpose of humor
Something that's short and humorous. Video, picture with some words, etc. Quick and to the point.
It's a funny picture, but on this specific subreddit I like moments when I'm like "wow didn't know that" or
"wow that's so creative/amazing" 

a post that has an image element based around a specific topic, intended to be funny or clever

Fun, lighthearted jokes relevant to a specific theme that is highly shareable

Any content that propagates culturally 

I don't really have one, to be honest.

A meme is an Image or a video, telling a joke.

When one piece of media is co-opted to make a new message (pint, debate, humor, etc.)

Something that is funny, or relevant to a specific situation.

A joke in image form

A picture-based joke that partly relies on what the picture is for its humor. 

visual media, usually cut with or utilizes popular media, that says something that resonates enough to be
shared or repeated 

A small media (pic or vid) that generates interest, typically in a humorous fashion.



A picture, often accompanied by text, that is often humorous and sometimes informative. 

I shall not today attempt further to define the kinds of material I understand to be embraced within that 
shorthand description "meme", and perhaps I could never succeed in intelligibly doing so. But I know it 
when I see it.

Dawkins' idea of a meme being that of any idea existing in the cultural zeitgeist

A meme is the new language of young folks to communicate ideas

A post or image with a snarky/funny remarks about a specific topic

Any sort of image, video, or text that brings humor/joy to people of a given community. A DnD meme 
specifically appeals to the shared knowledge of DnD and/or shared experiences of the community. 

A meme is a humorous image or topic that spreads rapidly across the Internet or specific Internet 
communities.

I dunno man, I'm just here to look at slightly funny images with D&D jokes.
a novel or amusing tidbit

a meme communicates a larger point using a familiar image. The point gains depth and meaning from 
the juxtaposition of the text within the meme's format and implicit meaning.

1.
an element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from one individual to another by imitation or 
other non-genetic means.
2.
an image, video, piece of text, etc., typically humorous in nature, that is copied and spread rapidly by 
internet users, often with slight variations.

lolcats

That's a tough one. It is typically a video, text, image, or combination of the aforementioned, typically 
humorous, though humor is subjective, or plays on irony. But it's hard to accurately define it, since it 
plays on so many levels across cultures and subcultures.

A type of in-joke that is shared by members of a community. Does not have to include all members but 
at the very least includes a significant ammount.

Modern humor usually with images or animated gif / video attached, by modern I basically mean 
"Soundbite sized", it's like humor for the attention deficit disorder crowd.

Easily digestible, usually humorous or ironic content 

Having fun with a topic (in this case D&D,) in a usually humorous way.

Image macro meant to illicit a humorous response.



I know it when I see it.  Usually.

A joke that gets less funny the more people know about it I suppose 

An at least somewhat humorous image

Picture, video, or form of media portraying an idea in relation to some broad "meta".

Uhhh picture with funny words

An image, phrase, or idea that is spread though a collective of people, usually with the intent of 
garnering a reaction from shared context.

Pictures of jokes

Funny pictures 

Something amusing

an idea, that is spread and modified. usually containing humor.

A post that consists of a image or situation that is used for comedy

Internet funny that is following a popular template

My personal definition of a meme could have an element of humor, but in this case, memes made to 
express opinions, make "hot takes," or generate discussion should also be allowed. However, there 
should be no more face-off memes or tolerated arguments on the sub.

An attempted joke that require inside knowledge to understand fully usually using pictures or videos 
though neither are required 

A work of art, usually with a cultural reference, with various quality and humor.

A funny

Really, it's just an idea that spreads quickly, in the case of the internet, usually an image or video, but 
sometimes it's just a statement. It's usually funny, but can also be a "hot take" meant to make the reader
either smug or angry, or a more wholesome meme that just seeks to make the reader feel good about 
life.

a form of communication to spread a message one to another. Might follow a trend or theme. Can be 
funny a lot of the time, but not strictly 

An idea or concept that can easily be repeated and spread.

A recognisable image or video which conveys a single idea



Any piece of media that contains layered sub-cultural information providing deeper meaning to any who 
are aware of that particular sub-culture.

An idea that spreads amongst minds like sicknesses do amongst bodies, wracking them with a slow, 
painful torment that slowly breaks down their ability to function, while never truly killing them.

An edited picture with text that contains some humor 

What isn't these days

"it's so stupid that it's funny"

I really don't know. It's such a vague term nowadays I can't tell.

I don't know that I have one

The DNA of the soul

a cultural reference (movie, tv, internet, etc) that is reasonably known (or can become well known) that 
is edited/modified to give new context/appreciation/humour.

Humorous short joke in an established format

funny thing make monkey brain release happy chemical

A meme is something humerous that is shared in an image, gif, or video format

Something to make you feel happy 

A humorous piece of content relating to a culture or subculture that combines words and image(s).

A funny joke or statemant

I don't really know. I guess an image, usually with text that has humor.

like the Supreme Court said about pornography, you know it when you see it

A small piece of media that is hard to forget

Image macro that contains a humorous reference to a commonly known subject

Post that is meant to convey a joke through images depicting an event/action and/or discussion

Using familiar media content to communicate an additional message

An idea or concept that spreads through a particular population in a similar manner to viral spread.
Content that is spread



no goddam clue but it is what it is

An image or small group of related images, accompanied by text(usually) for the purpose of humor.
A meme is a joke for a certain subculture similar to what an inside joke would be. 

That is harder than I expected to answer.  A meme is a much broader subject than just a picture with text
on it.  I guess it is anything that uses pop culture to relate an idea or feeling. 

An image that is humorous

A small piece of content ment to be funny to a community

Combination of text and image that complement or contrast one another for humorous content. 

A play on words or a standard format filled in.

Really, just any image that is funny and follows some sort of preset template.

Funny or Cheeky 

shared joke format, usually visual but not always

usually a way to show inside feeling often through self deprecating humour

adding an idea (in the form of edits/etc) to something well-known to provoke thoughts/be humorous.

A trendy internet image or screen shot that is generally well received. 

A recognized trope or easily identified reference with humor.

An idea, phrase, or image shared amongst others, usually for the sake of humor. 

A picture on the internet that makes me laugh, sometimes relating to a pop culture trend
Image or phrase repeated or recontextualized for effect

An image, gif, or video made for the express purpose of being laughed at and shared.

Funny, interesting edits to images or templates 

An image or text punchline. Setup for the punchline can also be part of the meme, or could be created 
by shared knowledge, eg. rules/common occurrences in DnD/tabletop game gameplay.

Not sure how to quantify it

That's a tough question. It doesn't necessarily have to be funny, or even witty, but should spark interest 
or discussion. Something relatively quick and easy to read or view and share.



Tbh I don't really have a good definition

Non-zero dankness

A self-replicating unit of information that parasitizes sapient minds.
J/k funny internet pictures

funny internet image/video

A picture with words that is at least kind of funny.

These days, any funny image.

Short, easily understood idea, usually funny 

An image with text or a series of texts that tell a story with a good punchline toward the end, or that 
openly and mercilessly mock a specific target with their humor, generally in good taste or for fun.

Something that engages an audience with elements of humour that may or may not be text based
A humorous, bite-sized piece of content that can easily parodied, replicated, and/or remixed to convey 
different messages or punchlines while still being within a recognizable trend.

A joke, phrase or idea that spreads by imitation and adaptation.

Universally relatable humorous content

a parody of created content such as meme formats or pictures/videos, with text written over it (or above
it) that changes the meaning of the picture/video, such as the representation of the elements in it that 
offers an idea, whether it be amusing or interesting

A pictographic transfer of information that uses humor to entertain and be more memorable.

Image with somewhat witty related text

Funny joke using a popular "template" image.

Funny edited image, enjoyed by many, made using a reusable template

A piece of data that is shared between many people

Funny 

Something that can be shared with others that not only relates to you but also the people you share it 
with. And it needs to actually make you laugh.

Short funny templates, texts, etc

An element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from one individual to another by imitation or 



other non-genetic means

An enjoyable piece of the internet.

Funny image with some added text.

Something that makes a statement well and concisely, regardless of whether it is intententionally flawed 
for humour. Humour definitely helps. 

Transport an idea or thought process that most people with instantly understand in a usual humorous 
way.

Funny statement on photo or video form

Standings in form of pictures instead of a wall of text. 

Highly relateable / shareable pisce of online media

A meme is principally a joke, but jokes are not necessaruly funny. Inside jokes/campaign memes are 
nonsense to anyone outside the circle. Memes are by the people, for the people; not products to farm 
upvotes with. Upvotes are good, and a democratic way of displaying favor towards a meme, but should 
not be the only factor in deciding a meme's relevance. Dead memes should die and be left to die. The 
community must remain fresh. Bring OC OR get burned, third degree.

Funny stuffs

A saying or image that can be used to express, or be a response to, an opinion.

Using a format to tell a joke

A piece of information that spreads throughout a population through non-genetic means

An actual attempt at a joke

The dictionary definition

Lol internet pictures go brrr

A funny piece of media, and in this case related to d&d

Something that is clever and humorous, not repetitive, and sharable

An emergent, repeated method of conveying information through permutations on a theme. 

A meme is the unit to measure a single transmissible idea

An expression of a thought or opinion in a shareable form such as an image or set of text, usually 
conforming to a certain template for familiarity



A joke made with the intention of making people laugh or at least chuckle

Humorous image macro

A widespread phenomenon or subject, usually centered on a piece of media.

Everything I make is a meme, but everything else everyone else makes is trash.

An image usually combined with text used to provide humerous commentary on a topic. The image is 
usually (but not always) from a well-known piece of media or a widely criculated image from the 
internet.

Visual representation of a situation, usually having a context to be understood, that intends to trigger a 
feeling response.

I was trying to come up with a smart and witty and answer, ended up having a philosophical thought in 
my head.

It must be at least funny or clever

A short image, text or combination of the two that succinctly tells a joke or makes a larger point, usually 
with humorous or satirical overtones that can be easily shared, interpreted and adapted 

It's like pornography: I can't define it, but I know it when I see it.

A comentary using exaggeration (usually humor but not always) in some media art form on something 
relevant to; events,  specific topics, or highly relatable things. 

Usually, an image with text that is supposed to convey humor, or, rarely, plain text that still holds 
comedic value to the community that views it (Tumblr/Twitter posts)

Something regardless of format that encapsulates an idea or feeling that will lead to discussion
A method of internet communication that 90% of the time is used for jokes but can be also used to 
deliver an opinion or information in an entertaining way.

Picture with a caption that makes a joke or has a point to make

A funny pop culture related image. 

self-propogating idea/concept, humorous or otherwise. Cultural "genes". Basically same as the 
dictionary definition.
A template that expresses an opinion, humour, facts etc. with a relevant picture that the average user 
can relate to and agree or disagree with. The template picture is reused for different but similar content. 
As is tradition.
An idea put to image, however the poster needs to be able explain their meme. Reposts should be 
banned 



funny stuff, although i suppose other things might qualify.

Something that everyone can enjoy and laugh about.

An image with humour as a central element, often themed to specific topics.

Medium of artistic expression that expresses some form of opinion, humor, or statement.

Well known image that conveys facts or humor about a topic.

Text + Picture used to create humor or discussion about a topic.

Funny post relevant to topic.

Meme- The flow of ideas across time

something funny using text and/or image(s)

A humourous web image with text included in the image

It's like an inside joke that a larger community is part of instead of just a small group of friends. 

A funny Image/Joke

Generally humorous content shared online especially using common inside jokes or references 

Pop culture reference thing idk

All content which instills value or grows the sub.

An image, video, or piece of media that is funny 

Basic unit of "idea" comparable to gene in genetics.

A funny picture, comic or short video 

A humorous image or text that can be quickly shared on the internet, which in turn can be adapted 
further for more humor.

A play on an original source and repurposed to with a different subject, sometimes funny

A low IQ joke, maybe enhanced by an image, it shouldn’t need massive time or thought investment to 
amuse 

an image or video that has text with it to make it funny

A humourous or interesting phone screen's worth of text/images



I’d call a meme an image with text, where the image is in some way used to make the text more 
emphatic. If it’s a “meme” then I’d also say it’s purpose is to be funny. That said, this subreddit claims to 
be “dedicated to memes AND OTHER HUMOROUS CONTENT”, I’ve seen people complain before about 
people posting funny D&D stories in this subreddit but I for one want them to stay, according to that 
definition this should be a home for things like that as well as the memes.

image that distills some idea, preferably something funny

A curated image that can convey a range of feelings and thoughts towards a subject or idea.

Like, weren't hieroglyphs the original version of a 'meme'? Like images most people agree on having a 
meaning. Idk 
the meta of modern conversation

an element of a culture or system of behavior that may be considered to be passed from one individual 
to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation.

That is very philosophical 

Memes are the funny

something funny using a certain template collectively decided on

A community-wide inside joke.

Generally funny images or clips with a bit of effort put into them but i'm not opposed to seeing thought 
provoking posts (that make me want to read up on a rule or two, or make me think of ideas like how the 
gun "debate" made me think of ways that a modular firearm could work)

Combining a general reference (template, etc) to a specific reference (d&d content) in a way that 
compliments both parts. Or just a funny joke, I'm a-okay with dumb jokes.

An attempt to invoke a familiar schema and subvert it in someway to create humor

Something funny that can spread on the internet

Funny

Something funny or entertaining, I say funny or entertaining for something with a cool fact or thought 
provoking fact is also entertaining.

A unit of cultural information spread by imitation.

Something not necessarily funny for everyone, with a piece of irony or parody about something.
 
Something funny haha, but the subreddit has the hot take/opinion post, and I think those deserve to 
stay, if people don't like them, downvote them more and people will see that they aren't good to post.



It's like porn: I don't have a definition, but I know it when I see it.

Any humorous visual media including pictures, gifs, and video

A visual representation of a humorous and possibly but not necessarily abstract idea, accompanied with 
some form of text related to the visual representation mentioned previously

"Haha funny" or "Lmao interesting"

funny relatable pic or text

A unit of cultural information.

A humorous joke using a template (or creating a new template)

A funny or absurd picture, text, or similar Medium.

Something with pictures and words

I know it when I see it? Don't know, it's like art. There's a literal definition, but that's different from what 
I expect from a ""D&D memes"" sub. What I expect is brief and funny content about D&D, often with a 
wry/shitposting flavor.

Words placed over a picture, relating to that picture (and in this case DnD), containing humor or irony

Text in an image form which conveys humour/a message

Either: An existing format used to tell a joke 
or: a visual joke

a humorous piece of media that contains an idea that can be shared and spread towards an internet 
community

Usually I would say a meme is something that is repeated by many to spread some sort of idea or 
information, but in the case of this subreddit it should specifically be humorous in nature.

A funny image or phrase related to a subject

Just that it conveys an idea.  Humor is optional but encouraged.

An idea presented in a visual media form that is memorable and impactful in some emotive sense (i.e. a 
comedic meme impacts humor, an interesting/thought provoking meme impacts interest)

A simple, funny post.

A funny situation with words or pictures to convey it.

An idea or creation intended to be shared in a bite sized manner



A reference to a humorous idea, usually a reference to a piece of pop culture or another meme, in either
picture or text format.

a funny piece of text/picture/video that is highly relatable in the specific context/situation it tries to 
convey

A new visual language that relies on common images to easily communicate succinct points, usually 
using humor, often used to tell a short joke.

Funny picture/video about a certain subject

Any image or video (potentially with additional text) that comments on, highlights, or critiques a subject 
or experience that is familiar or relateable to a majority of persons who could interact with it.
Easily digested image that uses shared language or context to quickly convey a message or other brief bit
of information.

Being a "meme" requires being a consistent repitition or transformation of a preexisting cultural unit. 
"Screenshot of something some guy said on Twitter" isn't a meme. "This picture of a crab that I 
happened to find amusing" isn't a meme. Now, "this picture of a crab that we, as a social collective, 
assosciate with a certain narrative or character archetype, juxtaposed against an unrelated backdrop to 
provoke new context or comparison?" That's some good shit. "Guy with words pasted over his face 
looking at an object with a related word pasted over it" is technically a meme, but it's a shit one. 
Anything that's just a picture with a label over it is a shit meme. I won't be convinced otherwise.

A reference or experience that is funny or relatable. 

Image + text 

Anything at all, if people like it

Internet joke. That's it.

The DNA of the soul.

A joke or message on surface level that has direct first reactions and more upon thinking deeper into the 
meme itself.

A funny thing on the internet.

In all honesty, funny picture or video made me laugh. 

Something funni 

Humorous ( is that a word?) use of a template (be it picture, comic, gif, etc...) following a predefined 
code related to the the template

Funny text over image(image may be funny)



Any interesting idea or post that is worth showing. Often humorous, but not necessarily so.

interesting internet thing. the people decide(via votes) whether it should be seen or not

Picture of or including text that represents an opinion in a popular subject.  

Essentially a joke usually using a template

reference of pop culture that relates to sub-cultures that are funny

I’d say a meme’s a picture/video/text post, which either is funny, has been edited to be funny, or has 
become funny through the context of a series of similar posts on the subreddit. Doesn’t make a 
difference to me if it’s personal/campaign based or broad spectrum DND based, if someone’s trying to 
make a joke somehow with the post, and it’s not the same joke everyone’s been making for a week, I’m 
good with it. 

A joke or piece of humor that is easily digestible with the potential to spread ideas/concepts

Short and sweet but funny/comedic

a format recognizable to most people - if not funny, at least entertaining/thought-provoking in some way
A meme is an idea, behavior, or style that spreads by means of imitation from person to person within a 
culture and often carries symbolic meaning representing a particular phenomenon or theme.  A meme 
acts as a unit for carrying cultural ideas, symbols, or practices, that can be transmitted from one mind to 
another through writing, speech, gestures, rituals, or other imitable phenomena with a mimicked theme.
Supporters of the concept regard memes as cultural analogues to genes in that they self-replicate, 
mutate, and respond to selective pressures.

a unit of information that can be replicated and passed on (sorry I'm an evolutionary archaeologist and 
that's basically the original definition)

Text and/or pictures and or videos that are humorous. 

A funny.

Funny take on a particular matter. 

A funny internet thing about a specific thing

An image, video or gif that presents a joke or an opinion in a humorous way. 

I see a meme as an image or text that can be easily spread and/or replicated to be understood by a wide 
audience. There is also a connotation (at least in this sub’s case) that the message imparted is comedic in
nature.

I think anything humorous and relevant to the theme of the sub is a meme



A joke or callout of human expression

Humorous or relatable statements conveyed through well known or culturally relevant contexts.

A meme is a piece of culture that is shared and passed non genetically. In our case, they're ideas, 
thoughts, and feelings that are hard to, or not readily expressed. A joke or a funny post in it of itself is 
not a meme

Something viral 

An image edited from popular media edited to express a point or make a joke

Picture with funny haha

Text + or pictures that shares opinion or jokes in a funny way. 

Funny witty/clever text post

Something either funny or something thought provoking presented in a funny manner. i.e. those memes 
with Shaggy where OP expands upon a seemingly simple concept to make it more interesting

An image macro edited in some way to be humorous, usually with text. 
A common format that is reused in with different punchlines, comics should be allowed as well

Either a humour take/perspective on an idea or concept or a humour way to facilitate discussion 
Jokes/humor tips through images

A funny picture

Something funny that can be easily shared and understood by those in a particular group

An image that at best causes a chuckle or gives me insight

An entertaining distraction

Something funny and relevant to the topic, in this case DnD, superimposed on an image that can but 
doesn’t need to be relevant.

An idea or image shared for the sole purpose to share the content be it humor or thought prevoking. 

A scene/quote/situation from media taken into new context by the creator

Internet joke. I know it used to be specific image macro with text usually following a pattern or theme 
but memes are much more broadly defined now

An image or short video that puts across a point of view/double take/subject matter etc in a short, quick 
format. Usually in a humourous manner



An image and/or sentence that is popularized by the internet for the purpose of entertainment. 

A relatable idea transmitted through an art medium

makes me chuckle and want to share it with friends 

Something funny and insightful. 

Pop culture reference subverted for relevant humor of a different topic

Charisma saving throw DC of 10

A mildly amusing picture I forget in five minutes

A joke sent over the internet that follows a format.

An image with text added, mostly to elicit humor. 

A piece of media thats easily relatable to many people with cultural relevance to whatever culture they 
pertain to.

Something that is considered funny by a general audience.

Trying to be funny

An image with text meant to convey a point in a humorous way. 

An internet joke which utilizes the viewer’s preexisting knowledge about a community or culture to 
create a strong sense of humor.

Small unit of information relayed, often without context or with context assumed to be known 
beforehand, usually via reference images

Clever and well executed humor that took some effort in a fresh way. 

A picture, usually with a caption, that is meant to convey humor to others.

short pithy statements 

Oh god I have no idea. Honestly memes are subjective and their usually popular or have the potential to 
be popular and sometimes vaguely funny 

An idea that has taken on more than a form of thought but also has context in it's creation. Basically 
anything easily understood  and isn't some of the low effort posts mentions earlier in the survey. 

some sort of trend of joke that is intended to make people laugh. doesn't matter if it's not that funny.
Something that has 1 or more pictures or a video. It also must be either funny or interesting to be a 



meme.

Internet culture; bro they’re fucking weird how the fuck do I define them really? It’s kinda some joke or 
reference that’s several layers deep; if some rando picked up a phone for the first time they wouldn’t get 
it.

A joke that passes around a group or can be passed around quickly, like a verbal or visual inside joke.
Shorthand idea that’s generally funny or provocative

Funny and relatable post

Humorous relatable viral image or short video

Social commentary
 
Quick, easy to consume jokes or humorous takes on a specific topic.

The social media use of the word meme is SO FAR removed form it's actual/original meaning, but in a 
social media context, a 'meme' is a short, humorous post, most commonly involving a dominant 
graphical/visual element.

A stimulus that invokes a desire to share it with others. 

Going back to the original dictionary definition, "an element of a culture or system of behavior that may 
be considered to be passed from one individual to another by nongenetic means, especially imitation.", I
believe that a meme is simply that but with a specific element of either humor or engaging discussions.

A piece of information that propegates in a population through natural selection; information equivalent 
of a gene.

An idea or trend that is spread through text and images

An idea that is funny, clever and/or recognisable and that is easy to spread.

A funny image that works because of a shared experience with the subject.

I have no idea, which is why I don’t want anyone to try and decide (generally)

A meme is watever users want it to be. Without the users, it would just be a bunch of words and an 
image.
an element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from one individual to another by imitation or 
other non-genetic means.

A viral image responding to a trend

haha funny image

An image or multiple images with text used to convey humor



Funny "haha" images for the sole purpose of laughter either from pain, humor and/or the "oof"
Any easily digestable shared internet content 

A piece of information, usually funny or interesting, presented in an interesting way. (The idea that they 
have to be images with text is WAY new.)

Should be humorous using irony, puns, or other jokes. Should not be based on opinions, and could be 
loosely based on facts.

A cultural expression that sticks in the head and grows over time

An image or text file that is entertaining or interesting, regardless of humor. Outrage and delight are also 
entertaining or interesting.

A post that uses text and or images to convey an humorous idea, comment, or moment.

A funny image

Something you can look at very quickly that will give you some slice of your hobby; most often 
humorous, but sometimes insightful or poignant. 

Something readily understandable and humorous in a format that is readily adaptable

Anything remotely funny, which is likely a short (mostly contextless) cultural reference from a work of art
or known event. Even "Me and the boys in the kitchen at 3:42 AM looking for FLUMPHS" is a meme 
representing how anything is a meme nowadays with enough brainpower to dissect it.

Is an image or series images that can be in 1-10 seconds that convey a humorous idea. 

An entertaining picture with text or text that allows people to blow off some steam

Society

Parody, critique with a humorous edge.

"internet joke" has been the only definition I've needed to use. (I use it for elderly relatives.)

Comedy encompassed in a single image/template

Don’t have one, but it has to be funny.

An image that is shared where many people can change it how they like with or without humour
An image that is created as a parody, ranging from funny to those weird trollface memes, y'know, 19XX 
"the big shooty incident"

Haha funny



Humorous and/or relatable personal take or joke image

Anything that spreads quickly and gets upvoted.

Simple, quick humor

An "in" sort of joke, where contextual information (such as a common image or format) provides or 
enhances the punchline

Memes are very subjective, just like humor. I don’t think it has to be funny. It can be relatable, 
informative, or nothing.

Some image or video which tries to cause a sense of humour in the viewer.

An image, video, or text post that is made to be shared.

A graphic that uses common or known visual cultural references to communicate and idea, often in a 
humorous manner.

A picture with a funny caption of sorts.

A funny picture related to a specific type of content.

A modern art piece, that defines the human psyche of the time 

A image, phrase, piece of text, or other media that is edited to align with jokes, topics, discussions etc. 
about, or found within different themes, ideas, or communties.

Either making a common game situation funny, or just revealing a universal truth that (most) gamers can 
relate to.

Image posted with the goal of satire/poke-fun-at some topic 

Funny image(s) that make me laugh or smile

A picture or GIF that is used to make a point or tell a joke.

An edited image or video used to convey information/make fun of a topic

Something that brings a laugh to the person viewing it

A humorous picture or a joke, often poking fun at something or someone.

The culture of the internet

News told kid friendly way

Something that pokes fun at a situation or trope in a funny way (with or without the use of other media 



as an aid).

A piece of humorous visual media meant to be shared on the Internet.

A humerous image, video or piece of text

I come to DnD memes for humurous content about dnd.
Hot takes and psa's are just preaching. But they almost always lack the nuance needed for a real 
discussion.
Face offs are someone immediately shooting the horse then everyone else beating it forevermore.
Meta posts aren't even dnd related. There are plenty of subs where people whinge if that's what I want 
to read

picture with some text from internet that is funny

Thats the prolem it's personal works for me not for everyone, thats also the problem if you say it should 
be funny. Well what is funny or humourous? depends on the person

It's really the template; the part that is shared as an in-joke. Anything put onto the template is your own 
variation of the joke, and if this part is shared, it would be a repost. Memes are not unique, but the jokes
are. 

Text over images or obvious text replacement in an image

Picture that has a point

Funny picture, sometimes with words, but always short

A little blurb of though

an image with text that has been edited or changed from a previous iteration of the meme, building on 
the previous version to add a new joke or change the joke. it has to be funny and not just a hot take I 
don't care if you put it next to Lisa Simpson complaining isn't a meme.

I don't have a strait answer, other than I think memes are inherently transformative. You take something,
and you tweak it just enough to make something new. My favorite are when they also say something 
new.

Funny picture

an amusing or interesting item (such as a captioned picture or video) or genre of items that is spread 
widely online especially through social media (merriam-webster.com). Has to be humorous 

Funny and relate

A joke involving internet humor and image macros. Memes need to have some sort of visual component 
outside of just text.



Information codified by society in such a way that others familiar with the source can decode and 
process it quickly, obtaining a larger amount of information total than that which is presented

Template-based joke

A popular image with text that conveys a message

I’ve always thought of them as a widely shared, usually funny/relatable/etc text post, image, or video.
Humorous image, takes on as a trend, repetition increases comedic value (in the short term)

An image or image of text that pokes fun at an aspect of something

something funny

A picture that might have text that might be funny

I feel like memes need to be accessible by most people and they should apply to people than just your 
table of players there’s nothing worse than seeing a hyper specific meme to someone’s table yk 

Humorus image or short statement found primarily online

Image macro communicating an idea with added text. 

an image or video that's humorous and often part of a trend made to inspire humour

Something poggers.

something that makes my day a little better during class

Combination of image and text that conveys a humorous message

Something that is very popular, that centres arounds a particular image or set of images

Something funny, enjoyable, that doesn't add fuel to the fire of an already burning subreddit.

a good joke about the item being discussed

genetic memory

An idea or motif of shared understanding within a society, culture, or group

Picture from somewhere that can have text applied to provide meaning in a specific environment, 
complimenting the picture used.

Text over a text to prove a point or say something relative to culture with some humor mixed in.
Image based internet content that is generally humorous and/or is based on a topic of interest to a 
particular community.



A picture with a humorous caption!

A humorous image or video that is shared over the internet. (Not the most accurate decision but what I 
look for on Reddit)

Funny picture or statement

Something that at least attempts on making someone laugh

An image that with text that is brief to spur on a lighthearted reaction

A well known or brand new image or series of images that often follow a pattern for the sake of creating 
humor.

An idea or pattern that is culturally spread and iterated upon, typically humorous in nature but can 
communicate other emotions such as sadness or nostalgia.

An image that share a context / something most of the time funny

A widely-understood shorthand adapted to provide quick context to something

It must have some sort of humor and follow a template 

Anything that adds meta,  has humor, starts a discussion of/or about a topic, trend, media.

A meme is an incorporeal feeling forged from the soul given corporeal form in a familiar or referential 
styling. That, or it is a joke, definitely somewhere between those two.

An in-joke

Funny imagery 

A funny video/image 

A meme is something that has at least a bit of humor in it to get others to laugh

Peice of content that is amusing
...or at least meant to be.

A shared concept

A meme isn't a funny image or video. It's a *format* in which the image or video is presented or a 
subject imposed onto an image or video. Example: Putting text over a random image isn't strictly a 
meme, but putting that same text over an image used on popular image caption memes (e.g. Lisa 
Simpson sign, omae wa mou shinderu, do X or draw 25) is more definitively a meme. Images and videos 
that do not follow this format aren't necessarily non-memes, but stand on their own without knowledge 
of memes better than other memes.



Snippet/image macro with or without text

A comment concerning the culture of the subreddit. In this situation, D&D.

I don't have one I just like humorous images and videos

It is an image, sometimes followed by text, that may convay humor, sarcasm, relatability, exaggeration, 
etc. memes can also be vidoes as long as they basically do the same purpose (to convay a joke or 
sarcasm). A meme is not just a tweet or plain text, unless it either sparks discussion or had a joke. So a 
funny d&d joke on twitter is a meme, while just clarifying the rules with no humor or punchline is not. (I 
would personally allow plain text if it sparks a discussion in the comments). I would allow comics as long 
as it has a punchline or has a meme like format, so a short comic with a joke is a meme, but your 30 page
d&d campaign retelling is not.

Funny joke expressed in image or textual template

Funny picture, related to some greater idea or joke. Can be a picture of text

A meme is an expression of humor regarding a subject. It's not in the typical format of a joke being told, 
and usually has a visual component to it.

A lil idea, be it a short text piece, a stupid video, or funny pic, that’s used to generate discussion and 
catch on in a usually humorous way. 

a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc.

Funny picture

An image shared for the intent of either getting a humourous response or generating discussion. 

Funny picture, maybe with words

Image template with personalized text. Videos aren't memes. 

Well, Darwin said a meme is a way of passing on cultural traits. But the internet says a meme is a 
humorous image, video, piece of text, etc that is copied (often with slight variations) and spread on the 
internet.

In this context, it addresses something with humor. It doesn't have to be super funny or meaningful, but 
I expect it to be humorous and shareable -- shareability is one of the key definitions of a meme.

Silly pictures on the internet

anything that has another meaning in it which sends a particular message. These are mostly humorous 
but don't have to be.

relatable content in short form template



A joke often following an already existing template containing an image and a form of 
punchline/delivery.

A meme is a picture or gif that someone made to make others laugh. So memes have to be funny to be a 
meme.

A composition of one or more popular culture elements that draws upon shared experiences in order to 
entertain

An image that conveys an obvious or metaphorical meaning. 

A shared unit of media based on a particular idea

A image that causes me to think or laugh

A commonly relatable experience or behavior quickly shared through external communication methods

generally, an internet joke

Video, gif, or picture that acts as a shorthand to communicate a concept or idea.

My personal definition of a meme is something - a video, a soundclip, a copypasta, an image macro - that
is inherently funny without much needing to be done to make it so

A recognizable reference to pop culture or well known internet-based material that easily conveys a 
message in a short time span 

funny shit

a captioned picture or video that is making a joke

Something short and shareable that either evokes relation or brings humor.

Nobody really knows what a meme is, and no two people would agree on one definition.

Culturally relivent content

A piece of cultural information that propagates through a community

Something funny with an image and text

A post on social media that evokes a laugh or a sort of strong emotion

A humorous concept put into practice through action, text, image, or video.

A joke or image with words that is humorous. 

A "Viral Trend" spread through imitation. essentially a causal game of telephone using images, gifs, or 



videos.
A unit of cultural transmission. An idea, especially a repeated idea with some relevance to the 
community, often in the form of an image accompanied by words. 

An image formatted humorous reference or discussion starter, with a punchline that is relatively easy to 
understand with context

Picture, object, reference, humor

Funny image based on a unified theme, often making use of common templates

A popular image, story or video which provokes some positive emotional response, usually humour.
Funi picture make haha

A short and humorous image /vid

Funny and thought provoking

A quick picture or few lines to laugh at and possibly share with someone next to me.

Creation of any kind, form, length or seriousness, aiming to convey a thought or a joke.

An internet media, usually video/photo, shaped around a piece of pop culture with added context, 
usually for humor or unconventional communication of opinions/feelings. 
Something that makes people smile

Image template with added text

Templated dissemination of ideas and humour

Media on the internet made with humorous, ironic, or occasionally informative intent as well as express 
an opinion on a creative and potentially amusing way.

Utilising a piece of popular media in a humorous way that was not its original intention

Humor

Anything that elicits a similar response or sets a similar tone among a group of people
Man, who knows these days.  Ask a young person 

Funnyt Image
An image or video that contains some unspoken meaning that only people 'in the know' will understand. 
For example Drake waving off and pointing represents a common opinion and a superior opinion, but 
unless you know the meme that concept is not clearly communicated.

A humorous imag

Humourous picture/screenshot



Edited media meant to be humorous or relatable. Supposed to spread, making theft of memes 
impossible.

an attempt at humor which is relevant to the topic and mentions or includes something to do with 
culture, pop culture, etc.

A meme is a statement or abstract notion delivered with picture templates that often feature their own 
humorous punchlines.

Dictionary definition 

Relatable and humorous image accompanied by text

A humorous or satirical statement accompanied by an image that enforces said humor or satire (Shit 
posts falls under satire)

Something attempting to be fun and to deliver an idea or opinion 

a humorous image, video or other media, spread by internet users (often with slight variations) for the 
purpose of entertaining other internet users

an element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from one individual to another by imitation or 
other non-genetic means.

Picture with text made as a joke

A humorous way, through pictures, to convey an idea or feeling. Basically art, but funnier and easier to 
make

A visual with a caption that work together to create a joke or something humorous. 

something funny, cleaver and has effort

Something worth selling your soul for, or binding yourself to by oath, or spending years learning how to 
punch multiple times in six seconds.

A pop-cultural in-joke 

A small, sometimes humorous, statement or repeated imagery that evolved as it is interacted with more 
to take on additional layers of meaning. 

A meme can be used to show oneselfs subjective view on a topic. It may or may not be with humour. 
With humour is better most of the times but it is not necessary since some topics that can have 
memerelevance are not made for a humouros approach.

a humorous combination of text and images curated for a certain cultural niche



Something funny

Using an image to convey context and meaning, often based on specific references

A photo or snapshot with either mild humor or something factual 

A picture that makes me laugh or at least chuckle 

A visual presentation that poses an idea in a humorous form.

Some humorous take or statement that purposefully oversimplifies topics or issues

A short funny text or an image with funny text.

A joke portrayed on the internet.

A funny image on the internet, specifically involving a picture of some sort, not just text

Image that contains text about a subject that was not in the original version of the image.

An image displayed with text used in order to display a message (usually humour)

Me like post, post meme now ungabunga.

A piece of art of humorous content made to be posted and shared in social networks, but that has a very
brief period of relevancy

I'll go with the Encyclopedia of Britannica definition "A Unit of cultural information spread by imitation."

thought provoking combination of image and text spread rapidly through imitation

A humorous concept that easily digestible and rapidly recreated with unique twists to keep things 
entertaining and fresh

An image with a joke

Relatable content distilled into reusable formats

A form of social repetition using common ideas or templates

A unit of cultural exchange.

A humorous short video, gif, or image, often following or parodying an existing format or introducing a 
new one

If it makes you think or laugh

Funny, short scenes or comments relevant to the topic



witty, funny, or has a twist on ordinary meaning or definition.

Doesn't matter, just has to be related to D&D

A humorous image with a clever caption used for karma/likes whoring. Not a preachey platform. 

A picture with a funny caption, like the old Advice Animals memes from back in the day. It's gotta have 
some sort of visual element.

Something funny that is spread between people, creating slight variations in the process

A piece of media that has an element of humour/relatability to it

An inside joke with roots in a subculture. Sometimes observational humour but not always.

Rapidly consumed Content that is humorous and repeated around media sharing sites 

joke, funny

Something funny shared between people

A way of describing cultural information being shared. An element of a culture or system of behavior 
that may be considered to be passed from one individual to another by nongenetic means, especially 
imitation.

Any image that is exploitable and carries with it humor

We are all pawns, controlled by something greater: Memes. The DNA of the soul. They shape our will. 
They are the culture — they are everything we pass on. Expose someone to anger long enough, they will 
learn to hate. They become a carrier. Envy, greed, despair… All memes. All passed along.

Funny and out of topic

Something which is funny.

Image with text or only text with a meaning to be shared to other people

an element of a culture or system of behaviour passed from one individual to another by imitation or 
other non-genetic means.

Digital collage trying to convey a message.

A way to convey information or opinion through image/words

A shared image/video meant to evoke humour through popular culture

A quick funny joke made with img, txt, or both for the purpose of amusement. 



A funny or thought-provoking idea spread on the internet.

A funny image on the internet

funny brain worm for the lols.

An image or short video that is either wholly original creation, or remixes other art to convey a message 

A "short" statement about something with some kind of in sight often funny but not aways 

Something intended to be funny, often spammed until it loses meaning

I think the dictionary definition works fine: "a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc., that is copied 
(often with slight variations) and spread rapidly by internet users."

a funny image or text

Image macro with text overlay, using the text to set up the joke and the image to deliver the punchline

Internet go funny

A template picture that tries to derive humor from text either above (modern) or superimposed on 
(classic) the aforementioned picture

Easy to recognize template with message that fits the template's narrative (so to say).

Honestly at this point people call any image on the internet a meme. If it’s something that’s quick and 
easy to digest/share, I’d call it a meme.

An out-of-context viral image with new text, adding a new context or twist to it.

A repeatable image macro or text phrase or activity that is humorous, relatable, or produces a surpising 
outcome. 

A funny text/image/short story in an single image 

Idea easily spread to others via various mechanisms

Stuff about dungeons and dragons is fine

a joke for the internet, usually in image or video format.

A shared cultural comment, often satirical.

A short funny media form that can be easily shared and spread

Funny image that spreads, well,  memeticly 



A funny post, can be dark or light humor, sarcasm or factual

A self-propogating internet fad, that is shared around and naturally dies off or becomes less apparent 
over time. 

Something funny or relatable to the person reading

Something at least mildly amusing or thought provoking about the subject 

A shareable image, often using a template

A image or gif combined with text in a humorous nature

Something that makes me giggle

An idea or joke which is passed around

An image with minimal amounts of text, that packs as much humor in a little space as possible

I think it’s probably defined as images with text. I personally want them to be humorous but not all are.

picture with at least one caption on it

Something with an image or text that is funny, or at the very least, thoughtful and brings up a good 
point.

a meme is someone using a current trend of the time to bring up either a story, topic, or discussion in a 
very short and quick to the point format, typically using images as representation or to grab the 
attention of others.
while not always they are typically made for humor, but there are times where they can be used to bring 
up and summarize current discussions quickly.

Image or video attempting to elicit humour. Obviously the original meaning is very different, but that's 
long gone.

A personal revelation, train of thought, opinion or observation expressed in a succinct form, usually 
interwoven with a form of popular culture.

Something funny. It can be engaging or allow for discussion, but if there's no humor I really don't think it 
works as a mene.

A meme is an picture, edited to some extent. It's designed to make people laugh. Memes can be 
gifs/videos.

A relatable form of media, usually humorous. Note that everyone has different senses of humor.

An idea widely spread that can be somewhat modified to fit a certain context and create the funnies 



haha

Idea communicated through text. 

A funny quick post.

Something entertaining 

Picture or post pertaining to a particular subject that is able to gain circulation due to community 
feedback or interaction.

I don't have one. I know that isn't helpful, but I rarely see things on this sub that annoy me personally.

Funny picture template

Funny image that conveys an idea with implied shorthand or connotations 

A concept (usually a picture) used a lot during a time period to have a laugh, explain concepts and get 
creative (sorry for my english!)

It's pretty open-ended. Maybe just anything that could be considered amusing or relatable or just overall
[entertaining] for the targeted demographic?

A template with text

A gif, image, or video that can either supply information or provide entertainment in a funny way.

Advice dog. But for d&d memes, any ttrpg-based humour is valid.

A picture used to convey information, maybe with captions, maybe not

An image which takes reference to popular culture to either bring humor or bring recognition to a 
certain subject.

A funny images that makes you laugh of nose exhale 

A form of media (eg images and videos) thats intent was to be humorous.

Background picture with text on top

An instance of a social idea or thought repeated via imitation. In the case of the internet, this typically 
takes the form of a comic template with bubble text.

User generated content meant to be used for the purpose of humor. 

A humorous statement, point-of-fact, or reference in the form of something culturally relevant.

A sort of inside joke with a large community, Or something taken out of context and used in humor. 



I don't think meme has any definition, otherwise wouldn't many of the memes that originated on 
/r/Memes not be memes if they *had* to contain humor?  It's more just an image post that's funny or 
interesting or discussion/thought provoking.  Humor is also subjective to the point that trying to define it
is pointless.

an idea that gets passed around in some form, sometimes funny.

For me, a meme is an image or statement that has some relevance to the topic at hand, usually either 
having humor, dark humor, or a controversial take.

A picture or short video (usually with text obviously) trend that can be satirical, humorous or 
informative. 

At this point in cultural history, a meme is a piece of rhetoric or statement that satirically poses an 
argument or point of view with some form of humor so as to create a more “sugar coated” statement. 
Similar to the function of old political comics or political jokes etc.

Something that provokes a positive response, be it intelligence discourse or a good laugh

A cultural reference

Something that I see that is sometimes funny funny hehe haha

A meme is something that people want to share, discuss, and/or laugh at with others. It may not 
necessarily require humor, but it does require an appeal to the community, not just the individual.

To me, the more technical aspect of a meme is irrelevant, so long as there is an attempt at humor.

Picture that gives the nose air

Something that is funny

I don't know, but I felt bad leaving this blank.

a humorous image, video, piece of text, etc., that is copied (often with slight variations) and spread 
rapidly by internet users.

A meme is a liminal idea or theme

An easily grasped image or text template that can be used either humorously or in a thought-provoking 
manner.

A post based on shared or relatable experience that is done in short text or pictures

There's several legit definitions. For this sub I'd say "funny trrpg image"

A funny/clever way of spreading an idea



Some funny thing, that isnt jist subjective to a few people

an amusing or interesting picture, video, etc., that is spread widely through the Internet

Funny image related to a shared experience 

Something meant to be entertaining, and then be forgotten

A quick statement accompanied by an image in a format that can be adjusted to continue other 
statements. 

Humor (often, but not always) associated with pop culture references taken out of context. 

Humorous or thought provoking enough to leave the reader with an "heh... Hmmm"

Joke or idea shared via image that is copied or modified as it spreads between people. 
A meme is a derivative work of an image or text that conveys a broadly understood and agreed upon 
sentiment.

An image/video that conveys meaning that can be intuited and understood by many.

I believe a meme for the sake of this sub can be qualified as a post that either contains an element of 
humor, or facilitates healthy discussion (preferably humorous, regardless of the humor of the inciting 
post)

Any image can be a meme.


